Lord Rosebery and
the Imperial Federation
League, 1884-1893
BETWEEN 1884 and 1893 the Imperial Federation League flourished in
Great Britain as the most important popular expression of the idea of
closer imperial union between the mother country and her white selfgoverning colonies. Appearing as the result of an inaugural conference
held at the Westminster Palace Hotel, London in July 1884,' the new
League was pledged to 'secure by Federation the permanent unity of the
Empire' 2 and offered membership to any British subject who paid the
annual registration fee of one shilling. As an avowedly propagandist
organization, the League's plan of campaign included publications, lectures, meetings and the collection and dissemination of information and
statistics about the empire, and in January 1886 the monthly journal
Imperial Federation first appeared as a regular periodical monitoring
League progress and events until the organization's abrupt collapse in
December 1893.
If the success of the foundation conference of July 1884 is to be
measured in terms of the number of important public figures who attended and who were willing to lend their names and influence to the movement for closer imperial union, then the meeting met with almost
unqualified approval. When W.E. Forster addressed the opening conference as the chairman on 29 July 1884,3 the assembled company iry:luded prominent politicians from both Liberal and Conservative parties in
Great Britain, established political figures from the colonies, and a host
of colonists and colonial expatriates who were animated by a great
imperial vision which seemed to offer security and prosperity, both to the
the mother country and to the colonies, in a world of increasing
economic depression and foreign rivalry." Apart from the dedicated
1 Report
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Palace Hotel Conference,

29 July 1884, L o n d o n , 1884,

Rhodes House Library, Oxford.
2 ibid. The League's objectives were reprinted on the front of every copy of the
organization's monthly journal Imperial Federation.
3 William Edward Forster was Liberal M.P. for Bradford 1861-1886, Under-Secretary
at the Colonial Office 1865-1866, Vice-President (education) of the Privy Council
1870-1874 and Chief Secretary for Ireland 1880-1882. Forster's interest in the empire can be
traced back at least to his term at the Colonial Office and his first major reference to imperial unity was made in 1870 during a speech to his Bradford constituents. See The Times,
18 January 1870.
4 The connection between the economic depression of the 1880s and the arguments of
the 'Imperial Zollverein' school of thought is fully explained in the author's Ph.D. thesis,
'The Imperial Federation Movement in Great Britain, 1869-1893, Leicester University,
1976.
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adherents to the cause whose advocacy of closer union went back at least
twenty years — Francis de Labilliere, Frederick Young, Sir Charles Clifford, and William Westgarth — Lord Rosebery and the Marquis of Normanby, former Governer of Nova Scotia, Queensland, New Zealand and
Victoria, attended together with an array of M.Ps: James Bryce, Joseph
Cowen, Sir Henry Holland, Serjeant Simon, W.H. Smith and Sir
Eardley Wilmot. Among the notable colonial contingent were D'Alton
McCarthy, Oliver Mowatt (Premier of Ontario), Sir Charles Tupper (the
second Canadian Commissioner), William Gisborne of New Zealand and
two Agents General, Captain Charles Mills of Cape Colony and Sir Saul
Samuel of New South Wales. 5 Despite the absence of a Gladstone or a
Salisbury, the occasion was a landmdark in the history of the imperial
federation movement and Forster noted in his diary that it was 'a real
success'. 6
At the second conference which met at the Westminster Palace Hotel
on 18 November 1884 to implement the public launching of the Imperial
Federation League, it was clear that the new organization conformed to
the spirit of the age. 7 The Times referred to the July conference as 'a sign
of the times" and in the late summer of 1885 Forster wrote enthusiastically that the movement was growing and that 'the idea
possesses men's minds'.' On the surface, the League exuded boundless
confidence and optimism, and with an apparently enthusiastic clientele
of recognized public figures, M.Ps from political parties and many colonial adherents, the organization's prospects for the future seemed to be
assured. It is true that under Forster's leadership the League was not
without its critics. Edward Freeman, the new Regius Professor of
Modern History at Oxford and an acknowledged authority on the subject of federalism, launched a determined attack on the movement and
its professed aims in the April 1885 edition of MacMillan's
Magazine.'"
The League also experienced rough treatment at the hands of John
Bright and Lord Bury." But Forster refused to be intimidated by the in-

5 For an attendance list of the conference, see the Report of the Westminister Palace
Hotel Conference,

29 July 1884.

6 T.W. Reid, The Life of W.E. Forster, London, 1888, p.598.
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8 The Times, 30 July 1884.
9 Forster to Sir G.F. Bowen, undated, Reid, p.609.
10 See E.A. Freeman, 'Imperial Federation', MacMillan's Magazine, April 1885,
430-45. This article represented a penetrating intellectual attack upon the theory of imperial
federation in order to expose it as having no intelligible basis and, hence, to try to destroy
the movement's public credibility. For a detailed analysis of the academic debate on imperial federation, see the author's forthcoming article, 'Imperial Federation: Edward
Freeman and the Intellectual Debate on the consolidation of the British Empire in the late
nineteenth century', Trivium, St. David's University College, Lampeter, XIII, May 1978.
11 See Bright's letter published in The Times, 30 January 1885; and Lord Bury, 'The
Unity of the Empire', The Nineteenth Century, XVII (March 1885), 381-96.
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tellectual assault and brushed aside Freeman's theoretical objections
with a clarion call for action. Forster cared little for the academic
refinements of an Oxford professor and resisted the temptation to produce a definite scheme of imperial federation, arguing instead that the
immediate priority was to popularize the idea of closer union and to promote the exchange of attitudes and viewpoints among federationists in
Great Britain and throughout the white self-governing empire. As far as
the League chairman was concerned, the chief purpose of the organization was to educate public opinion and provide a favourable climate for
the evolution of an empire into some new, more cohesive, constellation
of states. 12 Those who actively participated in League affairs may have
been divided about what imperial federation really meant and how it was
to be achieved, but their sense that a crucial stage had been reached in the
history of the empire was an accurate one and their overriding concern
was, therefore, to ensure that the opportunity which presented itself in
the 1880s to reorganize the empire should not go by default.
With this limited purpose in mind and guided by the sound judgement
of Forster, the Imperial Federation League more than survived its first
year of life, albeit on very shaky financial grounds, 13 and when Forster
died in April 1886 he left behind what appeared to be a thriving political
concern. Forster's untimely removal from the scene deprived the League
of one of its most dedicated stalwarts and it was obvious that federationists would be hard pressed to find a successor with equal gifts of
leadership and devotion to the cause of closer union. There was no shortage of willing replacements to assume the vacant League leadership,
however, and within three months of Forster's death Lord Rosebery was
offered, and subsequently accepted, the chairmanship of the organization. 14 Rosebery was chosen presumably because his name carried great
weight and because, in an organization largely promoted by men who
were not senior political figures, nobody else could have lent the League
the same prestige. 1 ' Yet Rosebery's claim was 'not without opposition" 6
perhaps because he had earlier identified himself with the experiment of
having colonial delegates sitting in the House of Lords and with the idea
of a royal commission to enquire into the practicability of some definite
scheme of imperial federation. Moreover, he had recently accepted the
seals of the Foreign Office in Gladstone's third ministry and it was probably felt in some federationist circles that he would be fully occupied
12 W.E. Forster, 'Imperial Federation', The Nineteenth Century, XVII (March 1885)
552-6.
13 The League's financial position was never strong during its nine-year existence and
this is still generally accepted as a major cause of its abrupt and final collapse in 1893. See
F.P. de Labilliere, Federal Britain, London, 1894, p.31.
14 Imperial Federation, I (July 1886), 186. Strictly speaking, the terms 'President' and
'Vice-President' were only officially introduced in March 1888, but the position of League
leader was loosely referred to as either chairman or president long before then.
15 J . E . Tyler, The Struggle For Imperial Unity, 1868-1895, L o n d o n , 1938, p. 112.

16 G.W. Rusden, The History of Australia, London, 1897, III, 486.
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with ministerial duties and therefore unable to devote sufficient attention
to League affairs. Whatever objections were raised against the choice of
Rosebery as the new leader of the Imperial Federation League, his
credentials seemed impeccable. His loyalty to the cause of closer union
could not be questioned and his apparent independence of mind and
spirit seemed appropriate to the demands of the League leadership. Few
who welcomed him as the new helmsman of the federationist cause,
however, could have anticipated how far his own conception of the
League's purpose was already out of step with that of an increasing
number of League activists, and it is equally certain that nobody
appreciated how far Rosebery's own ideas about imperial federation had
already crystallized and would serve as a brake, if not as an obstacle, to
the achievement of generally accepted goals.
Lord Rosebery's conduct as chairman and then president of the Imperial Federation League from June 1886 until August 1892, when he
became Foreign Secretary in Gladstone's fourth and final administration, has always been something of a puzzle, principally because he left
very little documentary evidence of his views and attitudes towards the
progress of the federationist movement, and much of his private correspondence relating both to the League and to the discussion of imperial
federation in general has either been destroyed or lost. For example, the
fate of the Munro-Ferguson correspondence, which must have contained
many of Rosebery's thoughts and comments upon closer union, is
recorded in the Rosebery Papers as having been burned by Rosebery
himself in 1916.17 Any student interested in Rosebery's views on imperial
federation and in his career as the leader of the Imperial Federation
League is, therefore, unavoidably driven back to his public speeches and
to the invaluable, but easily overlooked, insights documented in the journal of the League, Imperial Federation. The established biographies of
Rosebery are equally disappointing in this respect. No better testimony
to the dearth of information about Rosebery's particular interest in imperial federation, and the organization which promoted it, can be gained
than by a careful study of R.R. James's Rosebery. Indeed, the only
redeeming feature of this general paucity of evidence has been the recent
discovery of part of Rosebery's private correspondence with Arthur Loring, the League Secretary from 1886 - 1893, but it must remain as poor
compensation for the correspondence which has disappeared. 18
17 A point of information that 1 owe to Alan Bell, the Assistant Keeper of the Rosebery
Papers at the National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh. Ronald Munro-Ferguson was
Liberal M.P. for Ross and Cromarty 1884-1885, and for Leith Burghs 1886-1914. He was a
close confidant of Rosebery, becoming his private secretary at the Foreign Office in 1886
and 1892-1894, and was a totally committed Liberal Imperialist who took the lead, with
R.B. Haldane, in trying to organize a separate Roseberyite Liberal organization in Scotland
during the struggle for the leadership of the party at the turn of the century.
18 This important discovery was made quite recently by D.H. Simpson, Librarian of the
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From the available evidence, it is certainly easier to discover what
imperial federation did not mean to Rosebery rather than to demonstrate
what it did mean to him, and it is even more difficult to account for the
enigmatic nature of his leadership of the League during his six years at
the helm. Clearly, one fact is outstanding: his early years associated with
the organization in 1884 and 1885 can be accurately depicted as years of
great interest and enthusiasm for the cause of closer union, and they contrast markedly with a mellowing of attitudes brought about by the
responsibility of leadership after 1886. Without suggesting that
Rosebery's concept of closer union changed dramatically during the life
of the League, it is nevertheless clear that his early enthusiasm abated
and that to many diehards in the organization, such as Young and
Labilliere, he appeared simply as a restraining influence. Both of these
observations are naturally linked to Rosebery's concept of imperial
federation, but they are also tied to his irresolute character and his essentially Whig, aristocratic background, which combined to produce a man
with an innate disinclination to embark upon an active career of political
leadership, and who struggled against a traditionally Whig sense of
duty." Throughout his political career, therefore, Rosebery exhibited an
almost disdainful detachment from public life which his critics were able
convincingly to portray as deliberate and purposeful indifference, and
his leadership of the Imperial Federation League bore the hallmarks of
one who did not take it seriously and who lacked both urgency and
dynamism.
Yet, in the years immediately preceding his occupation of the Foreign
Office in 1886, Rosebery associated himself with the cause of closer
union in such a decisive manner that staunch federationists came to expect a lot more from him than he was either able or willing to offer. His
earliest public speech on imperial federation at the Westminister Palace
Hotel Conference in London on 29 July 1884 certainly seemed to indicate
that he too was a convinced devotee of closer union. In complete contrast
to his later concern for caution and moderation, Rosebery's early enthusiasm was characterized by a desire to set the organizational wheels in
motion and to deal with imperial federation as an urgent and practical
problem. Indeed, Rosebery went even further than admitting 'the principle of the necessity of federation'. He tentatively suggested the
appointment of a committee or royal commission to enquire into the
practicability of the federal idea and he even depicted the House of Lords
as a kind of American Senate where colonial delegates might be admitted. 20 In retrospect, Rosebery's remarkably empirical approach to the
Royal Commonwealth Society Library, London, who retrieved the correspondence from
the shelves of the former Royal African Society. The material is now listed under Imperial
Federation Papers, Ms II, R.C.S., London.
19 D.A. Hamer, Liberal Politics in the Age of Gladstone

and Rosebery,

O x f o r d , 1972,

p.xiv.
20 Report of the Westminister
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29 July 1884, London, 1884.
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question of closer union smacks more of bravado than real conviction,
but it nevertheless placed him in a rather unique position at the foundation conference of July 1884 and lends justification to the assertion that
his early view of the future of the empire — its needs and possibilities —
was "a dynamic view'. 21
Unencumbered with the onerous duties of office, Rosebery's early
vision of closer union seems to have been widened, if not created, by his
tour of the Australian colonies in 1883-1884, where he was greatly impressed by colonial hospitality and sentiment. 22 His famous public
speech at Adelaide on 18 February 1884 remains as a major landmark of
Rosebery's Imperial creed and enabled him to become one of the most
popular British figures in the colonies. 23 Yet, despite his obvious interest
in the empire during these years, Rosebery never allowed himself to
become entangled in the debate as to what imperial federation really
meant. In his private correspondence and in parliamentary speeches he
never once wrestled with the terminological arguments which obsessed
many of the movement's critics and its adherents. At various intervals
during his close association with the movement in the 1880s he did
outline what imperial federation meant to him, but his comments were
always confined to gestures of sentiment and, later, to a belief in the colonial conference method of imperial unity. The main purpose of
Rosebery's occasional references to imperial federation was to put the
matter in its correct perspective, as he saw it. Like Forster before him, his
chief aim was to popularize the idea of empire and to convey its importance to the British public, but he never accepted the possibility that
closer union could be effected rapidly by the implementation of one of
the many grandiose schemes which proliferated in the movement during
his leadership. Imperial federation could neither be rushed nor could it
be imposed by a tiny group of colonial expatriates living in London. On
numerous occasions he reminded his federationist audiences that closer
union, when it came, would come from colonial initiatives and not from
the direct promptings of the mother country. 24 The conditions which
would make such a development propitious could be created at home by
popularizing the imperial idea and magnifying the virtues of the AngloSaxon race, but Rosebery's conception of closer union was unquestionably evolutionary. It was something which would come piecemeal into existence from below, not through a constitutional revolution from
above.
21 H . C . G . Matthew, The Liberal Imperialists:
Gladstonian Elite, O x f o r d , 1973, p. 162.
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of a Post-

22 Referring to his world voyage in December 1884, Rosebery claimed: 'I can conscientiously say that no six months of my life have given me equal instruction or profit.' Quoted
by J . A . H a m m e r t o n , Lord Rosebery,

Imperialist,

London, 1901, p.89.

23 Lord Crewe, Lord Rosebery, London, 1931, I, 185-8.
24 Rosebery was persuaded in 1889 to countenance League overtures to the Prime
Minister, Lord Salisbury, to urge him to arrange another colonial conference, but he did so
with great reluctance and scepticism.
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Given these views, it is not surprising that doubt still clings to the
sincerity of Rosebery's enthusiasm for imperial federation; something
which his regular absenteeism from League meetings did little to allay.
When Winston Churchill wrote of Rosebery's 'dream of a glorious and
abiding British Empire', 25 he was referring to Rosebery's prescient use of
the phrase 'Commonwealth of Nations' rather than his concern for
closer union. On this subject, Lord Rendel was privately quite
categorical: 'Rosebery has no real scheme for Colonial Federation.
Morley has probed him on this to the core, and there is no plan in his
mind. He took it up because it seemed to be likely to turn out well, and
he ought to know it won't work'. 2 6
As evidence of Rosebery's scant regard for actual schemes of closer
union, this statement need not be questioned, but it is questionable in
casting doubt upon Rosebery's sincerity vis-a-vis the actual vision of
imperial federation. The evidence here is perfectly clear: Rosebery was a
confirmed believer in imperial unity and he always worked for a closer
relationship with the white self-governing empire. But as the titular head
of the Imperial Federation League, Rosebery conceived his role in very
narrow terms: to give the League prestige and respectability, and to contain its more adventurous adherents without surrendering to them. In the
years immediately prior to his official elevation as League leader,
however, he did, on several occasions, give public expression to his own
ideas on imperial federation.
Indeed, for a man who usually spoke in very guarded terms about the
subject of closer union, Rosebery's speech at the Trades Union Congress
on 11 September 1884 seems, in retrospect, to be entirely out of
character. Stressing the value of 'the popular will' without which
imperial federation could not progress, he spoke of the need for the subject to become 'one of principle and creed' with the working classes
before it could become 'one of practical politics'. 27 While this was part of
an early effort to enlist the support of the working classes, it was also
part of Rosebery's personal ideal to establish and maintain his own
special contact with working men whose poverty and hardships he felt he
understood. However, the early League crusade failed completely to capture a large working-class membership, and, as Winston Churchill
remarked much later, Rosebery was never able actually to handle them
and to express their passions: 'he would not stoop; he did not conquer'. 28
Nevertheless, throughout 1885 Rosebery's federationist torches continued to blaze brightly. On 10 September 1885, he referred to himself as
an advocate of imperial federation — 'not in any party sense because it
was no party question' — and at Paisley on 15 October he made a rare
25
26
27
28

W. Churchill, Great Contemporaries,
London, 1937, p. 19.
F.E. Hamer, ed., The Personal Papers of Lord Rendel, London, 1931, p. 183.
T.F. Coates, Lord Rosebery, His Life and Speeches, L o n d o n , 1900, 1, 433.
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allusion to the relationship between Irish Home Rule and the colonial
question, pointing out that the future, if it involved an Ireland in federal
relations with Great Britain, might also involve 'a larger federalism' in
which the colonies could participate. 29 A month later, at a banquet given
in his honour by the Scottish Liberals on 13 November 1885, Rosebery
observed that closer union was a subject upon which he had often dilated
and that it was among the 'pet subjects' which he had 'at heart'. 30 By
Christmas, in a letter to Reginald Brett, one of his confidants, Rosebery
was convinced that the concession of Home Rule to Ireland would be the
signal which would usher in imperial federation:
I cannot understand people preferring separation to Home Rule. I detest separation, and feel that nothing could make me agree to it. Home Rule, however, is a
necessity both for us and for the Irish. They will have it within two years at the
latest, Scotland will follow, and then England. When that is accomplished Imperial Federation will cease to be a dream. T o many of us it is not a dream now,
but to no one will it be a dream then. 31

To Rosebery's mind, having separate legislatures did not mean separation; it simply meant reconciling local independence with imperial unity.
However, Rosebery did not make known publicly what was on his mind
and, it should be noted, he played no part in helping to shape the controversial details of Gladstone's Irish Home Rule Bill in 1886, partly
because of his submersion in European affairs, but chiefly because of his
genuine lack of interest in the Irish question. 32
In many ways, it was doubly unfortunate for the League that Rosebery
became its leader at a time when he was already Foreign Secretary in
Gladstone's abortive third ministry and when contemporary politics was
still in the grip of the public debate on Ireland. But these circumstances
should not be allowed to obscure the fact that he was already beginning
to have second thoughts about his position in the League hierarchy. In
April 1886, Colonel Howard Vincent, an activist on the Executive Committee of the League and future leader of the commercial union school of
thought within the organization, wrote to Rosebery begging leave not to
consider his letter of withdrawal from the candidature for the League
leadership. 33 In August 1886 Rosebery was absent from the important
League deputation which met the new Prime Minister, Lord Salisbury, to
exhort him to arrange a colonial conference to discuss imperial defence. 34
By March 1887, it was clear to many federationists that their leader was
29 Coates, I, 480-2.
30 Coates, I, 460.
31 Rosebery to Brett, 23 December 1885, Lord Crewe, I, 279.
32 See Sir Edward Hamilton's Diary, 2 April 1886, Hamilton Papers, British Museum,
Add. Ms. 48643, f.63; and R. Churchill to Lord Salisbury, 5 May 1886, Salisbury Papers,
quoted in R.J. Hind, Henry Labouchere and the Empire, London, 1972, n.249.
33 Vincent to Rosebery, 15 April 1886, Rosebery Papers, National Library of Scotland,
Edinburgh, Ms. 10085, f. 165.
34 Imperial Federation, I (September 1886), 256-8.
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not displaying the same enthusiasm for the organization which had
characterized his earlier association with the movement and its ideals.
When Rosebery failed to attend the second annual meeting of the League
— the acid test of loyalty for the leader — at the Mansion House on 31
March 1887, Ronald Munro-Ferguson, Rosebery's confidant and factotum, warned him that the League was 'in a great state of mind' and
that he would 'hear from Loring (and from most other people also)'. 35
Four days later, Munro-Ferguson reiterated this warning when he informed Rosebery that there was 'still a great commotion among the
Federation people' and that they were 'angry'. 3 6 This note finally provoked a response from the League leader who replied with the icy
remark, 'Why do not the League postpone their annual meeting if they
are in such despair?' 37 Rosebery was totally unperturbed by the growing
disquiet within the organization and it seems hard to believe, in
retrospect, that such obviously unsympathetic words actually emanated
from the pen of the League leader who had involved himself so willingly
with the organization only three years earlier. However, the evidence
shows unequivocally that Rosebery had come to regard the League as
little short of a tiresome burden and it therefore vindicates the suspicions
of those federationists who considered his role after 1887 to be
something of a deception.
Throughout the remaining years after 1887 until his ultimate resignation in 1892, Rosebery continued to act as little more than a restraining
influence upon the more enterprising members of the League, appearing
occasionally in public to remind his federationist audiences not to expect
their organization to produce a blueprint for the reorganization of the
empire and urging League members to direct their energies, instead,
towards the conference method of imperial unity. Indeed, it was largely
as a result of Rosebery's own initiative, and against strong vocal opposition, that the League adopted the immediate aim of securing periodical
conferences in November 1889 — a decision which amounted to the
restatement of League policy and an abandonment of the goal of federation. 38 Rosebery naturally denied that this was a clear departure from the
overall federal objective; he preferred to achieve federation via the less
heady 'method of conference', an avenue of approach which was consonant with the changing nature of imperial relations in the 1880s.
As far as Rosebery was concerned, imperial federation and the pursuit
of regular colonial conferences, like that of 1887, were synonymous objectives. Rosebery presumably regarded imperial federation as a vague,
but nonetheless useful phrase, which served as a common label of identity to all believers in imperial unity, and when he paused to define ex35
36
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actly what it meant to him, he took vagueness a step further in describing
it as 'the closest possible union of the various states ruled by the British
Crown, consistently with that free national development which is the
birthright of British subjects all over the world — the closest union in
sympathy, in external action, in defence'. This could mean much or
nothing. What Rosebery was at pains to emphasize was the superfluity of
deliberate radical constitutional innovation; instead, he claimed that
Great Britain was already part of an Imperial Federation when the most
distant parts of the empire were already 'closely leagued together for
common objects under a supreme head'. Accordingly, this interpretation
did not render the League either impotent or superfluous; the task of the
League was to be incessantly vigilant and to hold tightly to what it had
gained," but the gulf between Rosebery's version of the League's purpose and that of diehards of the organization was forever widening.
The issue facing all imperialists was a simple one in the 1880s; could
the 'union in sympathy' be further developed into something much more
regulated and binding? Rosebery was concerned that it should be, but he
would act only to take advantage of a situation when the circumstances
were ripe. Imperial federation, if it had not already arrived, would
arrive, as it were, by its own volition. In his famous speech on 'Commerce and Empire' at Leeds on 11 October 1888, Rosebery stated his case
firmly when he warned Britons to make up their minds exactly what relationship, if any, they wanted with the colonies. 40 And at a public meeting
held under the auspices of the Edinburgh branch of the Imperial Federation League on 31 October 1888, he confessed that his own scheme was
'to endeavour so to influence public opinion at home and in the colonies
that there shall come an imperious demand from the people of this country, both at home and abroad, that this federation should be brought
about'. 4 1 This was less a scheme than a vague declaration of intent. And
implicit in these speeches designed for public consumption was a simple
and clear recipe for inaction. Rosebery's argument was a circular one:
imperial federation could only come about if and when there was a
widespread public demand for it at home and in the colonies, but there
was no specific structure presented to the public so that they would
recognize the actual shape of closer union and no mention was made of
the method by which the much-vaunted 'imperious demand' could be
measured. It was simply stated that the closest 'union in sympathy! could
not be realized until public opinion demanded it, and when they demanded it, it would have arrived.
A careful analysis of Rosebery's public utterances on imperial federation shows that his notion of 'closer union' was an extremely elastic one,
but it was tempting for him to stretch it to the point where it appeared
39 Imperial Federation, III (April 1888), Supplement, pp. 1-2.
40 Ed. A n o n . , Lord Rosebery's Speeches, 1874-1896, London, 1896, p.53.
41 Imperial Federation, III (December 1888), 245.
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both obscure and threadbare. In fairness, of course, speeches are meant
to be heard, not read in cold print. But the fact remains that Rosebery's
concept of imperial federation was much too abstract and philosophical
for the more terrestrial demands of most League stalwarts, like Young,
Labilliere and Vincent, whose common approach was to prepare a
specific scheme which would create an Imperial Federation. Herein lay
the basic difference between Rosebery's concept of closer union and the
views of the so-called activists in the League: Rosebery expected it to
arrive and they were not prepared to wait. 42
After the exciting success of the first Colonial Conference of 1887 —
the most obvious index of change in imperial relations in the 1880s —
federationist delight gradually gave way to unease as League enthusiasts
tried desparately to keep the subject of closer union before public attention. In the years immediately following 1887 it was natural that federationists would measure their initiatives in terms of the yardstick of the
first conference, but they found it very difficult to place their energies into a rewarding context. Throughout the years 1889 and 1890, League
policy was directed towards persuading Lord Salisbury to arrange
another colonial conference, this time to include the thorny question of
federation itself. Taking private soundings from Salisbury, however, did
not enable Rosebery to offer federationists cause for optimism. In reply
to Rosebery's tentative approach, the Prime Minister emphasized that
the Conservative Government had no specific proposals regarding 'more
substantial union between the mother country and the colonies' and he
refused to countenance such an 'unusual and inexpedient course' which,
he believed, 'would only lead to misapprehension'. 43 As the most articulate exponent of caution among federationists, Rosebery's real position was closer to Salisbury's than to the views of many of those in the
League hierarchy who agitated for new initiatives, and the League president acknowledged that the moment was inopportune. 44 Once again,
therefore, Rosebery appeared to be more disposed to monitor the process
than actually to assist it, and the situation developed in a way that must
have confirmed the suspicions of many of his federationist colleagues
that his caution had degenerated into sterility.
This reluctance to keep up the pressure on Salisbury, coupled with his
infuriating refusal to consider alternative approaches to the goal of
imperial federation, punctured the respect once held for Rosebery. The
independence of mind and spirit which federationists had formerly ad-

42 This explains why Rosebery took care in 1888 to dissociate himself from his earlier
suggestions. His idea of colonists sitting in the House of Lords was depicted as an 'instalment', not a final solution, ibid., Ill (December 1888), 245-6.
43 Salisbury to Rosebery, 23 July 1889, Salisbury Papers, Christ Church, Oxford, Class
E, Special Correspondence, No. 11.
44 Rosebery to Salisbury, 30 July 1889, ibid., Class E, No. 12.
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mired in their leader came to be widely regarded as aloofness and
obstinacy by 1891. Increasingly, Rosebery's position within the League
appeared to be based upon symbolism rather than accomplishment, and
it probably came as no real surprise to the diehards of the movement
when the League president's intention to resign his position became common knowledge in the spring of 1891. Indeed, it doubtless came as a
relief to those in the organization who blamed Rosebery for the fact that
League progress had been reduced almost to a snail's pace. Writing to
Arthur Loring, the League secretary, in March 1891, Rosebury communicated his desire to resign and, in April of that year, he explained
that he had nothing to do with the policy of the League, adding that he
refused to be an absentee president which would be 'to some extent a
fraud as regards the public'. 45 In fact, Rosebery's withdrawal from the
League was not made official until August 1892, when he was succeeded
by Lord Brassey, but he played no active part in League affairs during
1891 and 1892.
In one of his few remaining letters concerning imperial federation,
and, ironically, one of his most explicit statements about the future of
the cause and the prospects for League success, Lord Rosebery wrote to
Arthur Loring in March 1891 in order to impart his views on League
policy. Not for the first time the League president favoured caution. He
opposed the League's persistence in making another approach to
Salisbury, arguing that the Australian colonies were already deeply involved in their own domestic political problems while Canada had just
experienced a particularly contested general election. Nevertheless, he
observed somewhat ruefully that the League seemed to be 'bent on a
deputation to ask for a conference', and he advised federationists that
their strongest ground for closer union centred upon 'admitting colonial
loans into the category of trust stocks':
If the govt, simply throws this to the colonies we are parting with one of the best
trumps in the game. We have given them the Crown Lands, independent governments, hostile tariffs, our services military naval and diplomatic, all for nothing.
If this be conceded without consideration, the colonies have everything to lose
and nothing to gain by federation in any form. . . . If you give them every
privilege of an Englishman for nothing, why should they give up that comfortable
position to share any part of your burden? If then the League wish to ask Lord
Salisbury for a conference they have a strong ground in this question — that
before this privilege be conceded a conference be summoned to consider the relations, present and future, of the colonies and the mother country. You must
remove the question from the ground of sentiment to the more impregnable position of cash. 46

Despite the fact that his own commitment to the League was fast
diminishing, Rosebery's parting advice was sound. He had identified the
45 Rosebery to Loring, 21 April 1891, Imperial Federation Papers, Ms. 11, (not
foliated), R.C.S. London.
46 Rosebery to Loring, 13 March 1891, I.F.P. Ms. 11.
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very nub of the dilemma; the mother country had to offer something
substantial to the colonies to entice them to the conference table. Such
language was a far cry from the usual imperial cant of the day, but it
illuminated the harsh facts of reality and many federationists would have
been more profitably engaged in shifting the focus of their arguments
away from the areas of sentiment and inspired idealism to the territory of
specific financial incentives.
Not only did the retiring League president convey his detached views
about the direction of League policy in the 1890s, but he also paid considerable attention to the question of the title of the organization. This
was a subject which had tested the patience of federationists as early as
1884, but circumstances nearly seven years later were such that Rosebery
felt impelled to warn League adherents about the term 'Imperial' which,
'rightly or wrongly', represented much that was 'unpopular' in the colonies.47 With a strong sense of history, Rosebery declared that he was
'thoroughly in favour of changing the title of the League from "Imperial
Federation League" to "National Federation League" ', an alteration in
the organization's trade mark which he believed would be of immense
practical value. 48 There was, of course, great weight in the assertion that
the term 'Imperial' was eyed suspiciously in the colonies by 1891, but
Rosebery was certainly not the first public man to call attention to it. 49
Indeed, he was also not alone in advocating a change of title for the
League, a federationist exercise which resurrected the controversial
arguments about terminological accuracy and doubtless caused many a
noble brow to contract with positive annoyance. 50 Munro-Ferguson informed Rosebery that the federationists were 'all busy hunting after a
name' and that it would be wise to 'drop the word "Imperial" ',
although he felt that the Liberal party would 'shudder at the thought of
the title running "National (Federation) League" V On this issue, as
with many others, however, procrastination was the order of the day and
no such change in title occurred.
As a house divided among itself, the League eventually found it impossible to hide its disunity from the public. From its very inception in
1884 it had embodied various schools of thought concerning closer
47 ibid.
48 ibid.
49 In a famous treatise concerning Britain's future relations with the white selfgoverning colonies, published in 1890, Sir Charles Dilke noted rather ominously that there
existed a 'terror of the word "Imperial" ' in the Australian colonies. See Sir C.W. Dilke,
Problems of Greater Britain, London, 1890, pp.635-46.
50 Rosebery noted that the adjective 'Britannic' had also been suggested as a replacement for the term 'Imperial', but he regarded it as 'somewhat strange'. See Rosebery to
Loring, (marginalia), 13 March 1891; Edward Freeman agreed that the label had 'an odd
sound', but he claimed that it 'makes things a little clearer'. E.A. Freeman, 'Britannic Confederation — II: The Physical and Political Basis of National Unity', The Scottish
Geographical Magazine, VII (1891), 345-57.
51 Munro-Ferguson to Rosebery, 10 April 1891, Rosebery Papers, Ms. 10017, ff.215-6.
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union, and these differences were suddenly sharpened in the early 1890s.
The firm leadership so vital to preserve even a semblance of harmony
between the competing viewpoints within the League was conspicuously
absent. A public row over the awkward question of imperial trade
preference was only just averted in these troubled years and all the
available evidence points to the fact that each League meeting virtually
degenerated into personal bickering as federationists sought to introduce
new initiatives and radical departures of policy. Only the desire for
another colonial conference served to unite the League during and after
1891. Throughout the turmoil of these years, Munro-Ferguson kept
Rosebery informed. But the desire to return to the fold was never
rekindled in the League leader who remained splendidly impervious both
to criticism and to persuasion.
If Rosebery's rather intangible concept of imperial federation
counselled against urgency and hasty action which might compromise the
possibilities of closer union, there are other considerations which help
to explain his unimpressive leadership of the Imperial Federation
League. Rosebery possessed certain personality defects which made him
unfit to occupy the role of leader, both of the League and of a great
political party.
Most recent writers on Liberal politics of the two decades before the
turn of the century seem to agree, consciously or unconsciously, with
Lord Rendel's observation that Rosebery was 'torn between personal
loyalty and political disaffection'. 52 Peter Stansky summarizes
Rosebery's enigmatic character as 'An aristocrat . . . only diffidently
ambitious, a man who needed to be pushed and cajoled, he charmed and
pleased his friends and the voters, but never impressed himself firmly on
the public mind'. 5 3 According to Stansky, Rosebery was never able to
discover a role to which he could wholeheartedly give himself because of
his wealth and position, while D.A. Hamer regards his career and his
abandonment of leadership as 'exemplifying the irrelevance of the Whig
tradition in the conditions of the late nineteenth century'. 54 Anybody
who cares to follow the bumpy path of Rosebery's political career in the
definitive biographies which exist will find no reason to question these
assertions. 55 Rosebery's strengths were his intelligence, his loyalty, his
great ability to stand head and shoulders above others, and his eloquent
tongue, but his weaknesses balanced them. His enormous wealth and the
accident of birth denied him the experiences which every political leader
needs in order to understand fully the limits and possibilities of public

52 F.E. Hamer, ed., p.136.
53 P. Stansky, Ambitions and Strategies: The Struggle for the Leadership of the Liberal
Party in the 1890's, Oxford, 1964, p.xiv.
54 D.A. Hamer, p.xiv.
55 See Lord Crewe, and R.R. James, Rosebery, London, 1963.
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action. Sheltered and protected from adversity of every kind, Rosebery's
hypersensitivity and his inability to cope with the compromises and
accommodations which are forced upon every politician and public
figure at some time, combined to make him, in Churchill's words, 'a survival from a vanished a g e ' . " He lacked both toughness and imaginative
boldness, and was easily bruised. But for this he could blame only
himself. Had he explained clearly his motives for a particular decision or
course of action, he could have met his adversaries with a better than
equal chance and proved to them that his caution had not in fact
degenerated into sterility. If Lord Crewe's two volumes on Rosebery's
life were disappointing for their failure to recapture this highly complex
personality, 57 R. Rhodes James has provided adequate compensation.
Neither, however, devoted much attention to Rosebery's 'pet subject',
although much has been written about his Liberal Imperialism and
James's summary of Rosebery's character explains much about his temptation to withdraw from situations which were not congenial to him.
The death of Rosebery's devoted wife, Hannah, in November 1890 is
still generally accepted as the decisive turning-point in his public life. It
was a blow from which he never recovered and provided yet another excuse to isolate himself from public attention and commitments. Grief
does not last forever, but Rosebery's behaviour for many years after
1890 seemed to ensure that it would. Thus, the League president never
attended an annual general meeting again after 1890 and this can be
regarded as the beginning of the end of his association with the League
which culminated in his resignation of the presidency in August 1892. Indeed, his withdrawal from public life may well have been permanent had
Gladstone not won the general election of the summer of 1892 and persuaded a reluctant Rosebery to emerge from his self-imposed isolation as
the new Liberal Foreign Secretary. In retrospect, therefore, it has to be
noted that the death of Rosebery's wife was not the root cause of his
shadowy contribution to League activities; her death 'only illuminated
the basic weakness of Rosebery's personality for political life'. 58
In the light of the evidence presented, Rosebery's strange behaviour as
the president of the Imperial Federation League — his frequent absences,
his prevarication and his prickly hauteur — is less enigmatic. His refusal
to commit himself even in private upon the subject of closer union is
more easily understood and the appearance of sphinx-like aloofness is
explained by his genuine self-distrust. In short, Rosebery was unfit for
leadership. He was not the right man to lead the League simply because
he could not give it the consistent attention and the determined
enthusiasm which it required as a political institution. Yet, he did have
56 Churchill, p.. 16.
57 Such is the claim made by J. Pope-Hennessy, Lord Crewe: The Likeness of a Liberal,
London, 1955, p.175.
58 James, p.491.
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achievements as the leader of an organization with a grand vision of a
reorganized empire and a new imperial greatness. He kept the League
together, if not united, under his presidency and he insisted upon its
political impartiality. Time and again he reminded his fellow federationists and his public audiences of the importance of keeping the subject
of closer union above mere party politics, an attitude which matched his
own approach to British foreign policy.
When he finally resigned the presidency of the League in 1892,
Rosebery left behind an organization on the brink of dissolution. But the
League was a body which had been hopelessly divided from its foundation eight years earlier, and when it collapsed rather abruptly in
December 1893, torn apart by internal dissension, Rosebery was not to
blame for it. There can be no doubt that Rosebery never made the
mistake of over-estimating the League's capacity to achieve closer union;
the circumstances would not permit it. He never recognized what many
federationists and their critics regarded as the League's failures simply
because he never believed that it could do more than educate public opinion. For Rosebery, the League was merely a vehicle for carrying the
message and vision of some futuristic, but undefined, imperial greatness;
it's task was, therefore, not to manufacture schemes, but to discuss and to
popularize the imperial idea in order to create the environment and circumstances which alone could bring about that qualitative change in
imperial relations. The League's quest was to provide the appropriate
context in which this vague metamorphosis could occur. The new historic
situation would grow out of the old one; it was a process which the
League could not hasten and this explains the wide disparity between
Rosebery's own assessment of the organization's value and that of the
more active adherents to the cause.
Thus, it can be seen that Rosebery's own imperialist conception determined the nature of his leadership of the Imperial Federation League as
much as the undoubted weaknesses of his own political personality.
Together, they produced an infuriating inconsistency in a man with all
the outward signs of reaching the very pinnacle of position in political
life at an uncommonly early age. R.R. James has already observed that
Rosebery, as the victim of much scholarship, has been the subject of
many varying judgements, each of which have been more subjective than
is usually the case when politicians are assessed. 59 But this plethora of
scholarly attention to the complexities of Rosebery's life and character
has virtually overlooked his role as the leader of the Imperial Federation
League and has, therefore, failed to provide a detailed explanation of his
own particular views upon closer imperial union. Apart from the
accepted paucity of primary sources concerning Rosebery's association
with the League and his own ideas about imperial federation, the main
reason for this lacuna in the biographies of Rosebery is the way in which
59 ibid.
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imperial federation per se has been considered as peripheral to the more
obvious aspects of his imperial thought. It is, in many ways, an
understandable oversight. However, it should not be forgotten that the
imperial federationist school of thought divided as it was — represented
a major approach to the discussion of the future of the empire in the late
Victorian period. Above all, what Rosebery's career in the Imperial
Federation League amply demonstrates is the extent to which the very
term 'federationist' simply bore no relation at all to the widely held
beliefs and assumptions which underpinned much of the Victorian thinking about closer imperial union in the 1880s and 1890s,
M.D. BURGESS
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